OIT has started upgrading MyMail (faculty and staff email) to Exchange 2013. Initially, only the webmail (OWA) login page at http://mymail.qc.cuny.edu will change (see pictures below).

Exchange 2013 brings the following to OWA

1. **New Interface** – updated design to match Office 2013 Products
2. **Email** – new reply/composing window, more formatting options, forgotten attachment detector and the ability to preview pictures without opening or saving.
3. **Calendar** – can now view multiple calendars in an overlaid or merged view
4. **People** (used to be called Contacts) – link multiple entries of the same person in one view
5. **Offline Mode** - use OWA even without network connectivity

For a more in depth explanation of the new features please click [here](http://mymail.qc.cuny.edu)